4th Quarter® Accounting Solution
Virtual Orders Brief
This brief reviews the special features of 4th Quarter’s “virtual invoices”. These features are similar to ones that apply to purchase orders. These features include:
integrated quotes and back orders
tracking multiple shipments
making changes after shipping items or posting entries
tracking shipments and auditing shipping records
printing forms that represent the order at different stages
batch or real-time processing of selected orders
scheduling, receiving, and crediting returned items
assembling items for shipment on an “as needed” basis
stock or service entry screens that can be switched from within the invoice
crediting either customer or inventory sales accounts
The following sequence of screens illustrates some of these features.

I. The invoice entry screen
New invoices can be added directly from the 4Q control screen by choosing Add Invoice from the Invoices popup.
Existing invoices must be accessed by first opening the Invoice user area by choosing Invoices from the Invoices popup.
The following screens show an existing invoice that has been shipped in several stages.
The entry screen has four main pages indicated by the tabs across the bottom of the screen.

Items can be displayed in either stock or service format, and item shipping histories can be viewed.
In the following screens we’ve specified a customer and three items.
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This order is partially filled, as you can see from the different quantities entered in the "Ordered" and the "Shipped" columns.

The History… popup above the list of line items provides a view of the shipping history.
Selecting these items open screens showing a list of the shipments included in this order, or histories of shipments of the
individual line items.
History screens are shown below.
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II. Stock or service type forms

The line items on any invoice can be displayed and printed in either a stock items form or a service items form.
The stock items display, shown above is adapted for the shipment of inventory.
The service items form, shown at the right, has additional space for comments and annotations.
Text and blank lines can be entered in either form. Line items can also be reordered to display in organized groups.
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III. Shipping information

On the Shipping page you enter the current shipment information in the fields at the top of the page.
The shipping cost is added to the subtotal displayed on the items page.
The list below shows the different shipments that have been made.
Every time a new shipment is entered, such as when you ship back-ordered items, the shipment information is added to
the historical shipping records.
This screen shows two previous shipments, with a new shipping information specified in the current shipment area.
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IV. Printing forms and labels

Choosing Print Form… from the Special Items menu opens a series of dialog boxes. The first shows a list of forms.

If the information on the form you choose depends upon the shipment, and if there has been more than one shipment, then a
dialog box opens asking you to indicate which shipments should be included on the form.
Clicking on a shipment marks it with a bullet indicating that those items should be included in the report.

V. Auditing quantities shipped

Selecting the Shipping… item from the History… popup on the Line Items page shows the various quantities of the ordered
items delivered on each shipment.
This is different from the list of shipments because this screen itemizes what was included at each stage.
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VI. Scheduling Returns
On the Returns page you can indicate items that are being returned.
Returned items will be added to available inventory when the virtual order is entered.
They will be recorded as “in stock” and the customer will be issued credit when the items are actually received.
A Return Authorization number is assigned to each return item. RA numbers for different return items can be the same or different.
You can specify returns on a virtual invoice even when no items are ordered.

Line items and return items can be modified at any time.
The sending and receiving of items can be recorded through a warehouse entry screen, similar to those shown here, but that prevent you from changing the items, quantities, or prices.

